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Summary  Mobile  ad  hoc  network  is  a  collection  of  nodes  in  mobility  that  communicate  to  one
another forming  a  network  through  wireless  links,  in  which  each  node  acts  a  router  and  forward
packets to  destinations.  The  dynamic  topology  and  self-organizing  of  the  nodes  make  them  more
vulnerable  to  the  network.  In  MANET,  the  major  challenging  task  is  to  provide  security  during  the
routing of  data  packets.  Various  kinds  of  attacks  have  been  studied  in  ad  hoc  networks,  but  no
proper solution  found  for  these  attacks.  So,  preventing  the  malicious  nodes  from  destroying  the
network plays  vital  role  in  ad  hoc  networks.  In  this  paper,  a  novel  technique  has  been  proposedauthority to provide  node  authentication  while  a  new  node  joining  into  the  network  and  before  initiating
route discovery  process  in  mobile  ad  hoc  networks.  Also  shown  how  the  proposed  technique
mitigates the  impact  of  attacks  on  nodes.
© 2016  Published  by  Elsevier  GmbH.  This  is  an  open  access  article  under  the  CC  BY-NC-ND  license
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ntroduction set  of  mobile  nodes  communicating  together  through
ireless  links  to  form  a  network  is  referred  as  mobile  ad
oc  network  (MANET)  (Wu  et  al.,  2007).  At  any  instance,
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ny  node  can  join  or  leave  the  network.  Every  node  acts
s  a  router  in  the  network  and  follows  routing  mecha-
ism  to  communicate  each  other.  Routing  is  a  process  of
ending  a  packet  from  one  node  to  another  node  through
ome  predeﬁned  or  on-demand  path.  Every  node  has  to
ooperate  with  each  other  to  forward  the  data.  Vari-
us  vulnerabilities  (Weng,  2012) are  existed  in  MANET
uch  as  wireless  links,  absence  of  centralized  manage-
ent,  scalability,  dynamic  topology,  cooperativeness,  lack
f  a  clear  line  of  defense,  limited  resources  and  band-
idth  constraint.  Mainly  mobile  ad  hoc  networks  are  prone
o  active  and  passive  attacks  by  malicious  nodes.  There-
ore,  node  security  becomes  one  of  the  major  issues  of
ANET.
icle under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/
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aA  novel  technique  for  node  authentication  in  mobile  ad  hoc
Conﬁdentiality,  integrity,  authenticity,  availability  and
non-repudiation  are  the  prime  components  of  security
mechanisms.  Form  among  the  above,  primary  and  funda-
mental  issue  of  security  is  authenticity  (Sadasivam  and
Andrew  Yang,  2005),  because  of  the  non-observance  of
authenticity  leads  to  compromise  of  the  nodes  in  the
network.  Public  key  management  using  certiﬁcates  are
commonly  and  widely  adopted  mechanisms  for  the  authen-
tication  of  nodes  in  wired  networks.
In  certiﬁcate-based  schemes  the  distribution  of  public
keys  to  the  nodes  are  the  main  issues  to  be  considered  in
the  network.  Use  of  X.509  certiﬁcates  for  handling  public
keys  is  deﬁned  in  the  methods  of  public  key  infrastruc-
ture  (PKI)  (Sadasivam  and  Andrew  Yang,  2005).  Centralized
certiﬁcate  servers  are  used  to  handle  the  certiﬁcate  gener-
ation,  renewal  and  revocation  in  wired  networks,  which  is
not  feasible  in  ad  hoc  networks  because  of  the  non-existence
of  ﬁxed  infrastructure  and  centralized  system  management.
In  addition  to  this  the  mobility  nodes  makes  the  topology
dynamic  causing  frequent  link  failures,  leads  to  the  issues
like  re-authentication  and  periodical  communication  with
certiﬁcate  server.
In  this  paper,  a  novel  node  authentication  technique  is
proposed  for  MANETs  that  can  be  easily  integrated  with  the
routing  protocol  and  provides  security.  This  mechanism  sig-
niﬁcant  contributions  are  (i)  exchange  of  key  is  efﬁcient  and
reliable  for  MANETs,  (ii)  robust  in  nature  even  in  presence
of  malicious  nodes,  it  is  a  multipath  communication  based
protocol,  (iii)  it  incurs  minimal  computation  overhead  and
ideal  where  the  resources  constrained.
Related work
Key  exchange  protocol
It  provides  solution  for  the  routing-security  interdependency
cycle  by  integrating  a  key  exchange  protocol  (Sen,  2010)
with  the  routing  in  MANETs.  Routing  protocol  objective  is  to
establish  a  path  from  the  source  to  the  destination  nodes,
for  this  non-table  driven  protocols  broadcasts  route  request
messages,  to  discover  the  route  to  the  destination  in  the
network.  In  the  proposed  key  exchange  protocol  the  nodes
public  keys  are  retrieved  utilizing  the  approach  of  route
request,  i.e.  source  nodes  ﬂoods  a  certiﬁcate  request  to  get
a  public  key  certiﬁcate  of  a  node  in  the  network  which  is  in
turn  replied  by  the  destination  or  by  an  intermediate  node
which  posses  a  valid  public  key  certiﬁcate  of  the  destination
node.  The  proposed  protocol  is  secure  against  the  distribu-
tion  of  bogus  certiﬁcates  and  route  disruptions  by  malicious
nodes.
Multi-level  authentication  technology
It  is  adopted  for  providing  secure  authentication  and  to
improve  reliability  of  the  nodes.  In  this  a  cluster  structure  is
used  with  a  cluster  head,  elected  for  managing  the  nodes
and  the  connections  of  the  cluster.  A  node  performs  the
role  of  Certiﬁcation  Authority  (Yang  and  Yoo,  2014)  from  the
elected  cluster  head  with  the  highest  value.  Suspect  nodes
are  excluded  from  the  issuing  of  key  as  it  is  performed  only
on  receiving  the  reliability  from  neighbouring  nodes.  CA  isorks  681
ntimated  by  the  cluster  heads  to  issue  the  certiﬁcation  after
he  creation  of  paring-based  cryptographic  key  pair.  The  ver-
ﬁcation  of  certiﬁcates  issued  is  performed  by  the  cluster
ead,  only  the  certiﬁcation  issued  by  the  cluster  head  can
erform  the  request  of  member  node  key  authentication  in
he  cluster.  The  member  node  authentication  key  request
rocess  at  cluster  head  is,  ﬁrstly  cluster  head  creates  a  pub-
ic  key  (Puch1,  M1) of  member  node  using  hash  function  (Yang
nd  Yoo,  2014),  and  thereafter  a  private  key  (Prch1, M1).  The
uthentication  key  of  member  nodes  issued  by  the  cluster
ead  is  Ch1,  M1 and  Mi by  CHi.
ovel node authentication technique
o  provide  secure  routing  preventing  Black  hole  attacks  and
ooding  in  MANETs,  authentication  of  nodes  by  the  network
s  to  be  done  for  the  control  packets;  that  is,  the  nodes
eceiving  a  request  or  reply  packet  must  authenticate  the
nitiator  sent  it.  The  mechanism  for  providing  authentica-
ion  should  impose  of  small  computations  due  to  the  fact
hat  MANETs  are  with  limited  resources.  The  proposed  mech-
nism  uses  ones  compliment  and  RSA  algorithm  to  provide
ecurity  in  routing.
In  the  proposed  mechanism,  authentication  is  imple-
ented  at  two  steps.  Initially  every  node  on  the  network
efore  sending  a  RREQ,  it  is  required  to  append  ones  com-
liment  of  its  own  IP  address  and  originator  signs  the
estination  IP  address  with  public  key  secondly.  The  receiv-
ng  node  checks  the  packet  authentication  of  its  source
y  adding  the  appended  ones  compliment  and  source  IP
ddress  to  it  to  get  all  ones  but  the  encrypted  text  cannot  be
ecrypted.  Any  node  sneaking  into  the  network  not  aware
f  appending  ones  compliment  of  its  IP  address,  the  packets
orm  such  nodes  will  get  dropped  by  its  neighbours.  At  the
ame  time  if  a  node  fails  authentication,  a  warning  message
s  broadcasted  over  the  network,  indicating  the  presence
f  a  malicious  nodes  along  with  its  IP  address.  Saving  the
rocessing  time  of  other  neighbouring  nodes  receiving  pack-
ts  from  the  malicious  node,  just  by  discarding  them  without
ny  further  veriﬁcation  making  malicious  node  isolated  on
he  network.  On  receiving  of  RREQ  by  the  destination  node,
t  decrypts  with  the  private  key  and  integrity  of  source
nd  destination  IP  address  is  checked.  In  case  if  destina-
ion  ﬁnds  any  altered  transmission  it  raises  a  warning  over
he  network,  else  RREP  packet  is  generated  and  sent  to  the
ource.  The  source  veriﬁes  the  authentication  of  destination
n  receiving  RREP.  The  schematic  representation  of  node
uthentication  is  shown  in  Fig.  1.
Algorithm
1.  Initially  1’s  complement  of  node’s  IP  address  is  found
2.  S  IP  XOR  D  IP  =  x
3.  S  sends  RREQ  encrypting  x  with  public  key,  Kpu
4.  Encrypted  RREQ  is  sent  to  neighbouring  nodes
5.  On  receiving  RREQ,  neighbouring  nodes  verify  IP  by
appending  1s  complement  and  forwards  to  destination
6.  In  the  process  of  transmission,  every  node  receiving  ver-
iﬁes  RREQ,  but  will  not  be  able  to  decrypt  the  cipher
text  and  forwards  to  the  next  node
7.  Similarly  every  node  does  the  same
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8.  Finally  RREQ  is  received  at  D  and  decrypts  the  cipher
text  with  the  private  key,  Kpr
9.  x  =  Ce(mod  n)  gives  plain  text
0.  (x  XOR  D  IP)  gives  S  IP,  veriﬁcation  of  IPs  is  done  as  in
RREQ
1.  If  the  IPs  matched,  D  encrypts  RREP  and  transmits  to  S,
else  a  warning  is  sent  to  the  neighbouring  nodes  over
the  network.
onclusion
 novel  mechanism  for  providing  routing  security  in  mobile
d  hoc  network  implementing  ones  complement  and  cryp-
ographic  algorithm  is  discussed.  That  can  be  embedded
n  all  the  routing  protocols  to  provide  security  and  to
ncrease  efﬁciency  of  the  network.  The  proposed  mecha-
ism  performance  with  routing  security  is  analyzed  with  the
ontrol  overhead  and  it  is  observed  computationally  over-
ead  is  small.  The  future  scope  of  proposed  mechanism  is
o  be  analyzed  with  respect  to  various  routing  concepts  and
Ytion  of  node  authentication.
erformance  issues  like  delay,  throughput,  and  scalability
itter  and  packet  delivery  ratio  on  the  large  area  networks.
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